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Abstract Task performance of humans that act under demanding circumstances
may vary over time, depending on the characteristics of human, task and environment. To increase the effectiveness and efficiency of task performance, personalised assistance may be provided, in the form of automated personal assistant
agents that constantly monitor the task execution and well-being of the human,
and intervene when a problem is detected. This paper proposes a generic design
for a multi-agent system architecture including such personal assistant agents,
which can be deployed in a variety of domains.

1 Introduction
Systems supporting humans during execution of demanding tasks often need to
fulfil two important requirements: 1) they need to be personalised to a specific
human and his or her cognitive and task performance characteristics, and 2) they
need to incorporate dynamical models for the analysis of the functioning of the
human in a given task. For example, human task performance can degrade over
time due to available resources being exceeded [6], which may lead to a reduction
in attention and situation awareness [2, 3, 7]. By dynamical models involving the
internal (exhaustion level, work pressure level) states of the human this can be
predicted. As another example, it can be analysed whether the human remains
healthy during the processes of task execution. Intelligent personal assistants proposed to support humans during the execution of tasks (see e.g. [4, 5]) depend on
models that represent the state of the human and his or her tasks at particular time
points, for example, a model addresses the cognitive load of the human (see e.g.
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[8]). To provide more widely applicable assistance it is important to have a larger
set of models from which an appropriate instance can be chosen depending on circumstances. This paper presents a generic design for a multi-agent system architecture including personal assistant agents. The personal assistant includes generic
constructs that allow for self-configuration by loading domain-specific models and
thus altering its own functionality. These domain-specific models also address the
dynamics of states over time. A personal assistant agent can use these models to
monitor and analyse the current state of the human and select the best intervention
method (if needed) in the specific domain and task.
This paper is organised as follows. The multi-agent system architecture is described in Section 2. Model maintenance and state maintenance agents are discussed in Section 3. Further, the functions of the self-maintaining personal assistant agent are considered in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 The Agent-Based System Architecture
The developed conceptual component-based architecture comprises a number of
essential components:
• Process: ensures request/provision of data from/to different components.
• Reflection: exercises control/monitoring over the functioning of the whole system. In particular, by performing meta-reasoning using human, task, system
and environmental characteristics this component activates analysis methods.
• Library of specifications contains specifications of analysis methods, workflow, cognitive and dialogue models.
• Storage of execution information is used for storage and retrieval of information about the human, the world, the execution of workflows, dialogues and
systems.
Given the essential components that have been identified above, the system has
been modelled by a multi-agent system architecture consisting of the following
types of agents:
• Self-maintaining personal assistant agent (SMPA) that supports a human operator during the execution of a task;
• Model maintenance agent (MMA) that contains a library of models used for
the configuration of SMPA’s.
• State maintenance agent (SMA) that maintains characteristics, states and histories of other agents, of the world and of the executions of tasks.
• Mental operator agent (MOA) that represents the mental part of the human
operator.
• Task execution support agent (TESA) used by the human operator as an (active) tool during the execution of a task.
These agents are depicted graphically in Figure 1. The agents are represented as
squares with small boxes on both sides (input and output). Another component of
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the multi-agent system architecture is the physical world that comprises all material (or physical) objects including the body of the human operator. See the complete specification in [9] for more details. The personal assistants have two modes
of functioning: (1) the self-maintenance mode, in which they are able to reason
about the model specifications required to perform their tasks and to achieve their
goals, to request these models and to load them (altering their functionality); (2)
the monitoring and guidance mode, in which they perform monitoring and guidance of the human to whom they are related.

Fig. 1. Overview of the multi-agent system architecture.

In the self-maintenance mode communication takes place between personal assistant agents and model maintenance agents. In the monitoring and guidance
mode personal assistant agents communicate with state maintenance agents, the
mental operator agent, and task execution support agents. Furthermore, they interact with the physical world by performing observations (e.g., of the operator’s
state). The mental part of a human operator represented by a mental operator agent
is connected to the operator’s physical body, which can act in the physical world.

3 Maintenance Agents
Two types of maintenance agents are included in the multi-agent system architecture: model maintenance agents (MMA) and state maintenance agents (SMA).
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The model maintenance agent contains a library of models that can be used by
self-maintaining personal assistant agents to perform their tasks. Models of four
types are maintained in the library: monitoring and guidance task models, cognitive models, workflow models, and dialogue models. Models are provided by the
model maintenance agent to self-maintaining personal assistant agents upon request. To facilitate the model acquisition process, each maintained model is annotated by particular parameters. The ontology used for the annotation is assumed to
be known to the agent-requester. In the general case, such an ontology may be also
provided by the model maintenance agent to an self-maintaining personal assistant
agent upon request. In Table 1 some of the parameters and their possible values
used to annotate the different types of models are listed. The models maintained in
model maintenance agents may be specified using different knowledge representation languages. However, it is important to ensure that a model provided to a selfmaintaining personal assistant agent can also be interpreted by this agent. The
state maintenance agent maintains information about the characteristics, states and
histories of the agent types mental operator agent and task execution support
agent, of the physical world, of the workflows and of dialogues related to them.
Information about states and histories (i.e., sequences of states) is stored in a timeindexed format using the predicate at(prop, time), where a state property is specified
by the first argument and the time point at which this property holds is specified
by the second argument.
Table 1. Cognitive and Workflow Model Parameters.

Parameter
Some possible values
Cognitive models
Name

string value

Cognitive

reasoning,

processes

perception

States

consciousness,

Parameter

Some possible values
Workflow models

Name

string value

Task type

string value

excellent analytic skills, quick typing,

stress, motivation level, fa-

Task

tigue level

capabilities

executor

domain-related knowledge

Agent type

robot, human, animal

Task

openness, extraversion, neuroticism

Related physi-

frontal lobe, parietal lobe,

Mini-

cal parts

temporal lobe

mum/maximum

Characteristics

qualitative/quantitative; sto-

Consumable re-

chastic; statistical

sources

executor

traits
integer value / integer value

duration
building materials

Such information is gathered and provided to the state maintenance agent by
self-maintaining personal assistant agents, which may also use this information in
their analysis. Information for which a self-maintaining personal assistant agent
has no immediate need after being stored in the state maintenance agent can be
removed from the assistant agent’s memory. When stored information is required
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by a self-maintaining personal assistant agent, it can be requested from the state
maintenance agent. An information request includes the identification of the element (i.e., mental operator agent, task execution support agent, physical world, a
workflow, a dialogue), the aspect (i.e., characteristic, state, history) and the time
interval for which information should be provided.

4 Self-Maintaining Personal Assistant Agent
For each human operator that needs to be supported during the task execution, a
self-maintaining personal assistant agent is created. Initially, the personal assistant
agent contains generic components only. The configuration of the personal assistant agent is performed based on an organisational role that needs to be supported
by the agent, on the characteristics of a human operator who is assigned to this
role, and on the goals defined for the personal assistant agent.
The human operator is assigned a role of being responsible for a package of
tasks, which is provided to the personal assistant agent. For the whole task package, as well as for each task separately a set of goals and norms related to the execution of the task(s) may be defined. To determine the characteristics of the operator responsible for the execution of these tasks, the personal assistant agent sends a
request to the state maintenance agent. If the operator is known to the state maintenance agent, his/her known professional, cognitive, psychological and physical
characteristics are provided to the personal assistant agent. Otherwise, the state
maintenance agent returns to the personal assistant agent the default profile (i.e., a
standard set of characteristics).
For the personal assistant agent a set of prioritised general goals is defined,
which it strives to achieve. Some of these goals are related to the quality of the
task execution, others concern the operator’s well-being. Based on information
about the human operator and the assigned tasks, some of these goals may be refined and instantiated into more specific, operational goals. Next, the personal assistant agent will configure itself by identifying the suitable monitoring and guidance task model(s) that need(s) to be requested from the model maintenance agent.
As soon as it possesses these models, it can perform monitoring and guidance of
the human, according to four sub-processes: monitoring (i.e., determining which
observation foci are needed), analysis (detecting potential problems and their
causes), plan determination (determining plans to remedy these problems), and
plan execution preparation (refining these plans by relating them to specific actions to execute).
More details about the functioning of the self-maintaining personal assistant
agent, as well as a prototype implementation (and an example simulation trace)
can be found in [1].
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5 Conclusion
In this paper, a multi-agent system architecture for personal support during task
execution has been proposed. This architecture includes self-maintaining personal
assistant agents with a generic design. Such agents possess self-configuration
abilities, which enable them to dynamically load domain-specific models, thereby
specialising these agents for the execution of particular tasks in particular domains. Using these models and information about the assigned goals and tasks, the
personal assistant agent performs monitoring and analysis of the behaviour of the
supported human in his/her environment. In case a known problem is detected, the
agent tries to identify and execute an appropriate intervention action. The fact that
the architecture is generic differentiates the approach from other personal assistants such as presented in [4, 5]. The proposed self-maintaining personal assistant
agent has an advantage of being relatively lightweight, as it only maintains and
processes those models that are actually needed for the performance of the tasks. It
can therefore run upon for instance a PDA or cell phone. To provide the required
functionality for personal assistant agents, the proposed architecture includes
model maintenance and state maintenance agents.
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